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Timesys Corporation
Industry-Leading Embedded Linux Solutions

Since 1996, Timesys has been a leader in the embedded Linux® market. In 2005, we introduced our flagship product —
LinuxLink — the first commercial-grade Linux product based on providing developers with control over their embedded product
development. Today, the unique LinuxLink software development framework features our award-winning intelligent build
engine and TimeStorm IDE to empower developers with even greater control and unmatched flexibility — not only in building
a custom product based on open source Linux, but also in maintaining the product throughout its entire lifecycle.

LinuxLink is a robust software development
framework for embedded Linux providing a total
solution for teams of all sizes. It allows you to get
started with Linux quickly, get support from a
real person when you’re stuck on those problems
that will undoubtedly arise, and easily maintain
your product’s Linux platform — beginning with
building the application on a development kit
and then productizing and maintaining it on an
off-the-shelf or custom board/device.
LinuxLink addresses key questions asked by
teams developing products using open-source
software:
• “How can we accelerate our schedule

without compromising features or quality?”
• “How can we reduce the risk of using

open-source software?”
• “How can we focus our efforts on the applica-

tion software where we add the most value?”
• “How can we minimize the cost of maintaining

a product built from open-source software?”
• “What’s the best alternative to high-priced

commercial Linux distributions and tools?”
If these issues matter to you, then LinuxLink is
the best solution.

LinuxLink Support for Altera Nios II Processor

LinuxLink — The Leading Software Development Framework for Embedded Linux

With a LinuxLink subscription for your Altera FPGA, you
will be able to:
• Quickly assemble and boot an initial embedded Linux
image for the Nios II processor on your Altera FPGA.

• Patch/configure/rebuild/update on your desktop
with a properly installed and configured development
environment.

• Debug/tune with common open source development
tools and development libraries/utilities.

• Obtain help with common development tasks via
technical assistance and a rich library of Timesys-authored
“How To” documentation.

• System Utilities
• Package
Management

• Hardware Interfacing
• Audio
• File Systems
and Storage

• High Availability

Toolchains
Choose the toolchain that’s best suited to your
project:
• Optimized for your target platform
• System and application cross-development
• Standard C-Libraries
• Remote cross-debugging
• Easy user space API integration

Packages
Select the middleware packages that meet the
needs of your application. More than 600 packages
are available in the following categories:
• Common Linux Utilities
• Networking
• Web Servers
• Security
• Editors
• Scripting Languages
• Development Libraries
• Graphics (GTK, Qt)

Kernels
Use the kernel(s) of your choice — use the latest or
older versions, whichever meets your product
requirements.

A LinuxLink subscription is available for the platforms listed below:

Platform Kernel Drivers
Embedded Systems 2.6.30 (or newer) Ethernet, NAND Flash, NOR Flash,
Development Kit, Basic Kernel Serial
Cyclone® III Edition
Nios II Embedded 2.6.30 (or newer) Ethernet, NAND Flash, NOR Flash,
Evaluation Kit, Basic Kernel Serial
Cyclone® III Edition

Toolchain Component Version
gcc 4.1-cs4.1-176 (or newer)
gdb 6.6-cs4.1-176 (or newer)
binutils 2.17.50-cs4.1-176 (or newer)
glibc 2.5-cs4.1-176 (or newer)
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LinuxLink — The Right Choice for Embedded Linux

Timesys Support
All LinuxLink subscriptions include full technical support from expert engineers at Timesys.
Our team draws on their extensive experience to address questions on environments,
development tools, middleware packages and LinuxLink components.
Also available to LinuxLink users are online support capabilities, including enhanced
tracking features that simplify the process of tracking of open issues, fixes and advice.
Not only can customers submit new support requests, they can also view and update
submitted requests, as well as access and reopen resolved/closed requests. The online
support functionality allows customers’ team managers to view all support requests
submitted by their team.

Timesys Professional Services
Leverage our extensive embedded Linux
experience to reduce your risk and minimize
schedule conflicts. Timesys Corporation
Professional Services provides the additional
expertise sometimes required when under-
taking new projects or porting of existing
projects to Linux.
We work closely with our customers and have
successfully collaborated on projects ranging
from porting drivers forward, developing
applications, and porting and updating
packages. At Timesys, we are committed to
supporting customer needs with our deep
engineering expertise — not only in building
a custom product based on open source
Linux, but also in maintaining the product
throughout its entire lifecycle.
As an added benefit to our customers, we
offer a full range of FPGA design services —
from product architecture and RTL design, to
verification, timing analysis and diagnostics.

“Roll-Your-Own” (RYO) Other Commercial Timesys
Open-Source Software Linux Suppliers LinuxLink

Linux distribution
Software development & debug tools
Middleware packages Fragmented and Vertical platforms Integrated and verified,

chaotic only broad market support
Intuitive build wizard
Intuitive build engine
Application development IDE
Automatic update notifications
Package advisor
Support for multiple kernel revisions
Business model Free (Expensive) (Low-cost)

per-seat license per-seat license
Technical support model None Fee-based Included
Sales/distribution model N/A Direct Web-based plus direct

Looking for Linux?
To discuss your project, request a live demo
that is personalized to your project needs or
purchase a LinuxLink subscription, call us toll-
free at (866) 392-4897 or +1 (412) 232-3250
or email us at sales@timesys.com.

Try it before you buy it. Register for a free
LinuxLink evaluation, which includes use of the
Online Factory, and assemble a Linux image that
you can download and run on your board. Visit:
https://linuxlink.timesys.com/register/factory

Access webinars, videos and docs. Find
resources to help you with your development at:
https://linuxlink.timesys.com/3/learning_center

Factory Feature Online Factory Desktop Factory
Kernel configuration
Build from source
Define the RFS
Integrate third-party software
Optimize the Linux image
Download a bootable starting point N/A
Define your own repository of sources

LinuxLink Provides Both Online and Desktop Build Environments
LinuxLink’s intelligent, automated build system, called “Factory,” offers two environments:
(1) the online build system — referred to as the “Online Factory” and (2) the desktop-hosted
system — referred to as “Desktop Factory.” For maximum flexibility, developers take advan-
tage of both the Online Factory and the Desktop Factory. The Web Wizard is ideal for quickly
starting embedded development, while the desktop environment offers more flexibility
than any other Linux build platform by allowing users to integrate third-party packages and
proprietary software.

TimeStorm IDE for Application Development
and Debug

Application Development IDE
Timesys’ “TimeStorm” Eclipse-based IDE
provides application developers with a
toolset that expertly handles embedded
tasks like cross-compiling and remote
debugging while including support for
advanced features like profiling, testing
and leak detection. TimeStorm adds
value at each phase of the typical
embedded development cycle, and it
enables developers to quickly perform
their tasks in parallel, reducing overall
schedules.
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